
No matter what shape pool you have, 
Aquabot Pool Rover Hybrid is ready to 

clean its floor - wall to wall!  
Just drop it in and push a button.

When Aquabot Pool Rover Hybrid 
cleans your pool, you can relax and 
enjoy swimming and savings.

Self-contained with its own internal pump and •	
filtration system, so it vacuums, filters and circulates 
independently without hoses, booster pump or the 
pool’s filter system!

Virtually maintenance free; no gears, diaphragms, •	
wings, pads, belts, etc. to replace - ever!

Actually pays for itself by reducing chemical, water •	
and energy costs by as much as 50%!

Just drop it in and push a button. It’s that easy.•	

Hyrdraulically “jet-propelled”; cleans most pool  •	
floors in under an hour.

It removes everything from large leaves to algae as •	
small as 2 microns with its easy to clean, reusable 
state-of-the-art filter bag.

Lightweight, powerful proven long life and low •	
maintenance.

Easy-to-set guidance system systematically cleans •	
any shape in ground or aboveground pool floor. 

Extra-wide wheels allow it to roll over vinyl liner •	
ripples and foot prints and most VGB drains and    
in-floor pop-up heads.

Systematic ROUND Cleaning Pattern

Systematic RECTANGULAR Cleaning Pattern

Systematic FREEFORM Cleaning Pattern

The Aquabot Pool Rover Hybrid is shipped to you to 
clean the floors of all in ground and aboveground 

pools up to 36’ long.

25 Rutgers Avenue, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
1-800-221-1750            www.PoolRover.com
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Ask your Aqua Products Authorized Dealer
 for more details.
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The Roving Filter System that 
Cleans Most In Ground and 

All Aboveground Pool Floors!
 Works Without Hoses
 Works Independently

   Cleans in about 1 Hour
 Microfilters the Waterp

Saves Energy, Saves Water, Saves 
Chemicals, Saves Time - Green is Good!

Made in the U.S.A.•	

Supported by the                              •	
leading national network of 
robotic service centers and an 
in-house customer support 



The Aquabot Pool Rover Hybrid comes complete 
and is fully ETL listed to UL Standard 1081 for safety 
and reliability.  This includes the Cleaner, Floating 
Cable and Power Supply.

The Roving Filter System 
that Cleans All In Ground and 

Aboveground Pool Floors! Revolutionary SimplyReliable™ engineering makes it the best way to clean your pool floor:

YOU bOUGHT A SWIMMING POOL TO HAvE 
FUN—NOT TO GIvE YOURSELF MORE WORk.
Maybe you find yourself spending time cleaning the 
pool instead of swimming and enjoying it. Or maybe 
you bought one of those pool cleaners that work 
off your pool filtration system or worse yet one that 
requires the expense of running an additional pump.

Because your pool filtration system is designed to 
filter and circulate your pool water and not to vacuum 
and clean your pool floor, you may have noticed 
that the filtration system requires constant cleaning 
and lengthy operation.  Forget the days of tangling 
hoses or your old cleaner that gets stuck on the 
ladders, stairs, seams or drains.  Instead, enjoy the 
convenience of touch button operation and savings 
of energy, chemicals, water and time and the benefits 
of powerful circulation and microfiltration found only 
in your new Pool Rover Hybrid.

The fastest, most efficient and convenient 
way to clean your pool floor.
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Hydraulically “jet-propelled” by its own internal 
pump; (no drive belts, gears, diaphragms, pads 
or wings to replace or hoses to untangle).

41’ Floating Cable 
enables cleaning of 
pools up to 36’ long.

Internal pump motor vacuums debris 
through large underside intakes reusable 
microfilter bag; from large leaves, pine 
needles and acorns to sand, silt and 
algae. Wide-grip, lightweight 

non-marring wheels.

Cleans most pools in less 
than an hour and has a 2 
hour automatic shut-off.

2” clearance easily rolls over obstacles 
like raised drains, “footprints”, and 
uneven pool floors.

Patented adjustable, 
directional guidance system 
ensures systematic cleaning 
of any pool shape.

Lightweight and ultra-durable 
(about 10 lbs.).


